In this study, an efficient and robust Cartesian mesh generation method for Building-Cube Method (BCM) is proposed. It can handle "dirty" geometry data whose surface has cracks, overlaps, and reverse of triangle. BCM mesh generation is implemented by two procedures; cube generation and cell generation in each cube. The cell generation procedure in this study is managed in each cube individually, and parallelized by OpenMP. Efficiency of the parallelized BCM mesh generation is demonstrated for several three-dimensional test cases using a multi-core PC.
Introduction
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) has achieved significant progress in its algorithms and applications in the last 30 years and has become a necessary tool for developing fluid machines. Among various approaches, a computational method using unstructured meshes is becoming popular in the CFD community because of its advantage over the conventional approach using structured meshes in treating three-dimensional complex geometry ( Fig. 1) (1), (2) .
However, there are several issues about the unstructured mesh CFD. One of them is that the unstructured mesh method always needs a "water-tight" geometry and geometry simplification to start the mesh generation. And the volume mesh generation requires a half-hour to several hours on a high-end workstation. Therefore, the mesh generation process can still be very time consuming and needs toughness if 3D complex geometry like a car engine compartment (Fig. 2) or "non-water-tight" geometries are considered. The geometry simplification depends on CFD users' intervention and CFD users have to repair start the mesh generation. There are several important advantages in the flow computations using the Cartesian mesh as well, such as an easy implementation of a spatially higher-order solution algorithm on equally-spaced Cartesian mesh and the easy post processing. These simplicities of the Cartesian mesh for all stages of a flow computation as well as the lower memory requirement per node will become more important for large-scale computations expected in the near future.
In order to fully utilize the rapid progress of computers, one of the authors developed a new high-resolution numerical method based on a block-structured Cartesian mesh approach called Building-Cube Method (BCM) (7)- (9) . A similar approach (10) was applied to a F1 racing car model for demonstrating the usefulness of the method for complex geometries.
The objective of this study is to develop a reliable and highly efficient Cartesian mesh generation method for flow computations using the BCM. The reliability is enhanced using an efficient method of inside/outside determination and the Fully Threaded Tree (FTT) data structure. The mesh generation process is parallelized utilizing the block-structure of the BCM. The capabilities of the present Cartesian mesh generation method are demonstrated for several three-dimensional geometries. We will show that a 100 million mesh can be generated in a few minutes on a PC with multi-core CPUs.
Building-Cube Method (BCM)
The BCM basically employs the uniform-spacing Cartesian mesh approach because of the simplicity in the mesh generation, the solution algorithm, and the post processing. The simplicity will become more important for large-scale computations in future. The most critical problem of the conventional Cartesian mesh, however, is how to fit to the local characteristic length of a flow without introduction of the algorithm complexity. Here, a flow field is divided into a number of sub-domains, called 'Cube' as shown in Fig. 3 . The geometrical size of each cube is determined by adapting to the geometry and the flow features like an adaptive mesh refinement. In each cube, a uniform-spacing Cartesian mesh is used. Figure 4 shows the Cartesian mesh ( 3 10 cells in each cube) as well as the cube boundaries. All cubes have the same number of Cartesian mesh so that the local computational resolution is determined by the cube size. 
BCM Mesh Generation

A. Overall Procedure
In the BCM, the computational mesh is generated by two steps; cube generation and the computational cell generation in each cube as shown in Fig. 5 . The STL (stereolithography) file which is one of the CAD output formats is employed for the definition of the three-dimensional geometry. The advantage of the STL data is the simplicity since they contain only pure geometric information of the coordinates of each triangular facet and its corresponding unit normal vector. The generation procedure for cubes is similar to the quadtree/octree method. In Fig. 6 , it is schematically explained for a symmetry plane of the ONERA M5 wing-fuselage configuration.
First, a computational domain is divided into a coarse Cartesian mesh [ Fig. 6(b) ]. Then, hexahedral cubes that include or cross the body boundary are divided into eight cubes. This refinement procedure is repeated until the minimum cube size becomes less than a specified value [ Fig. 6(c) ]. The next procedure is a smoothing of the size differences among cubes. For this, a cube whose adjacent cube is smaller than a quarter of its own size is detected and divided [ Fig. 6(d) ]. At the end, the cubes inside the body are identified and removed [ After cube generation, Cartesian mesh (Cell) which is equal spacing and equal number of nodes in each cube is generated (Fig. 7) . Intersection checks of cells to the body boundary and the inside/outside determination are performed in each cube. Actually, the intersection check calculation is done in the cut cubes which cross to the body boundary. At the end, the mesh information which is necessary for the flow solver is constructed. 
B. Intersection Check
In both the cube and cell generations, an efficient algorithm to check intersections between cube/cell edges and triangular facets in the STL data defining the surface is required. In the usual algorithm, an intersecting point is determined by first computing the intersection between the ray and the plane in which the triangle lies and then testing whether the intersection point is inside the edges or not. In this study, an intersection algorithm using the barycentric coordinates which is used for texture mapping was adopted (Fig. 8) . This algorithm does not need any preprocessing and uses minimal storage (i.e. only the vertices of the triangle need to be stored) (11) . In Fig. 8 ,
vertex of a triangle, ' O ' indicates the ray origin and ' D ' shows the normalized direction. To reduce intersection calculation costs, bounding boxes are utilized (Fig. 9 ).
(a) (b) (c) Fig. 9 Bounding box: (a) which cover a whole input model, (b) which cover triangles that belong to a cube, (c) which cover a whole triangle.
Before intersection calculations of surface triangles to Cube/Cell, simple intersection check of bounding boxes to Cube/Cell are performed. The bounding boxes of Fig 9(a) and (c) are used for cube generation. At first, the intersection check between cubes and the bounding box of Fig. 9(a) is done. Then, the intersection check between cubes and the bounding box of Fig. 9 (c) is done if cubes cross to the bounding box of Fig. 9(a) . In a similar way, the bounding boxes of Fig 9(b) and (c) are used for Cell generation.
C. Inside/Outside Determination
After the cube generation, flags of wall/fluid/inner are assigned to each cube in order to identify whether each cube is located inside or outside of the body boundary. The wall cube is the one whose edges intersect with the body boundary. This procedure is also required for each cell in the cell generation. There are several inside/outside determination methods that use normal vectors of surface meshes or ray-casting. But these methods cannot handle dirty geometry data completely. To handle dirty geometry data, the robustness of this inside/outside determination method is very important. In the present study, this is determined by using neighbor cube information (12) , (13) .
At first, all cube flags are defined as an inner cube [ Fig. 10(a) ]. Then, one fluid cube which lies outside of the body is picked-up by a user [ Fig. 10(b) ]. The next step is to check whether or not the neighboring cube has edges intersecting with the body boundary. If it does not have any intersecting edges, a cube flag of fluid is assigned to this cube [ Fig. 10  (c-e) ]. This procedure is repeated until no target cube exists [ Fig. 10(f) ].
In a similar way, the inside/outside determination of cells is performed after cell generation. At first, cells are generated in wall cubes colored by blue in Fig. 11(a) and all cell flags without wall cells are defined as an inner cell [ Fig. 11(b) ]. Then, flags of cells which locate next to a fluid cube are changed and their surrounding cells' flags which have inner cell flag are changed as well [ Fig. 11(c-e) ]. This procedure is repeated automatically until no target neighboring cell exists [ Fig. 11(f) ]. 
D. Data Structure
There are several data structures possible to construct a recursively subdivided Cartesian mesh. In this study, Fully Threaded Tree (FTT) data structure (14) is used. Figure   12 shows the BCM data structure based on FTT data structure described in C++ format which is used in this study. The data is composed of three structures, oct, cube and cell. Oct is a structure to control 8 neighboring cubes as one set. Cube structure corresponds with the original FTT cell structure. The FTT data structure uses smaller memory than the standard Octree data structure and it can easily insert/delete cubes because of the oct structure. Cell data is defined in each cube (Fig. 12) , so it can be managed individually.
Since information on a neighbor cube is not explicitly known with the tree data structure, tree traversing is used for neighbor cube searching. The "pedigree" of a cube is utilized for a quick and simple search of adjacent cubes (15) , (16) . The definition of the pedigree is shown in Fig. 13 . The cube position is denoted by 0 or 1 in each direction according to the position in its parent cube. The pedigree of a cube is a table containing all the cube positions of its family from the root cube. The relationship between a cube position and the pedigree is also shown in Fig. 13 . The position of the black cube is expressed by the binary tree in each direction, the hatched area in the binary trees corresponding to the root cube. It is to be noted that the pedigree itself is the cube position in the root cube. Thus, the pedigree of the neighbor cube (the gray cube) is obtained by its relative position from the black cube. A neighbor cube can be found by the pedigree without climbing up the tree, making the tree traversing one-way.
E. Mesh Data Management for BCM
The size of the mesh data may become very large for flow computations with 3D practical applications. This is especially true for a simulation with an unstructured mesh, owing to the large amount of connection data and the coordinate data for each node. The huge amount of mesh data for large-scale computation often results in considerable time for pre/post-processing. One of the important advantages of the Cartesian mesh is that the mesh data is simple and compact.
In the present work, each cube has the following data: 1) Pointer to the parent (myOct), child (child) and neighbor cubes (neigh [6] 
4) Material information of the cells (cell[j][k][l]->flag)
Data of 1, 2 and 3 are for the cube frame, and data of 4 are for the Cartesian mesh. The data size for 1, 2 and 3 is very small, since the number of cubes is only about several hundreds or at most, thousands. The data of 4, however, may become very large because they contain the information for all cells in each cube. In order to compress data 4), the "run-length" data structure is utilized (8) . The original run-length is used mainly to compress a monochromatic bitmap data, and describes the number of continuous bits in the scanning line of the image data. In respect of the present data, all cells have flags of 0 or 1 as shown in Fig. 14 . The minimum information, therefore, is the location where the cell changes the flag value. The location in the 2D field defined by ( ) k j, as shown in Fig. 14 can be described by a one-dimensional array of i by the following equations:
where j n is the number of cells in a cube in the j-direction.
is the remainder of Y X ÷ , where X and Y are integers.
With these equations, a one-dimensional array, say JK_runlength(i), can be defined as follows:
JK_runlength(1) = number of locations of the flag change JK_runlength(2) = flag value at (1, 1) JK_runlength(i) for 3 ≤ i ≤ JK_runlength(1)+2: locations of the flag change Decoding the one-dimensional array gives
is the integer part of real number Z . For the 3D field defined
This compression enables the data size to be reduced to much smaller than the conventional data structure. 
F. Parallelization of BCM Cell Generation
The cell generation process including the intersection check and the inside/outside determination of cells is done in each cube as shown in Fig. 3 . Because of the concept of BCM that each cube is an independent computational domain, the cell generation process can be parallelized by managing cell data in each cube individually. In this study, the loop for the cell generation process in Fig. 3 was parallelized by using OpenMP. To be more precise, the directive "#pragma omp parallel for" is only inserted before the loop of the function of cell generation.
Example of BCM Mesh
BCM meshes were generated around three models; a F1 race car model STL (Fig. 17) , an HDD model STL (Fig. 18 ) which is composed of eleven parts, and an automobile model STL (Fig. 19 ) which is composed of 103 parts. All computation was performed on a 64bit windows PC which has two quad-core CPUs of 2.66 GHz.
In the case of the automobile shown in Fig. 19 , there are many defects in the STL data. Normal vector of the triangular facet in the STL data has the reverse direction at several surfaces as shown in the non-colored parts in the left figure of Fig. 20 . Invalidate edges that are not shared by two triangular facets in the STL data and construct non-closed plane are shown in red in the right figure of Fig. 20 . Cracks are also commonly found in the STL data for complex geometries. Even with these defects of the model STL data, the present BCM mesh generation method successfully generates the proper grid as shown in Fig. 19 right. Figure 21 shows the speed-up ratio of BCM mesh generation and Fig. 22 shows the total CPU time of BCM mesh generation without file I/O. 
Conclusion
An efficient and robust Cartesian mesh generation method for the Building-Cube method was developed. The FTT data structure combined with the pedigree data was utilized for the efficient mesh generation. BCM mesh around three-dimensional complex geometries were successfully generated using the neighbor-fill algorithm. The BCM mesh generation procedure was parallelized by using OpenMP and its parallel efficiency was demonstrated on a multi-core PC. In the test cases, the speed-up ratios of total BCM mesh generation were over five to seven times with eight CPU cores and over 100 million cells were generated in several minutes on a 64 bit windows PC with two quad core CPUs. The difference of the cell generation speed among the test cases is due to the number of cut cubes which cross to the body boundary.
In the BCM, simple parallelization only inserting the OpenMP directive can get higher parallel efficiency without controlling load balance during CPU cores. It is one of the attractive features of BCM. 
